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Abstract

Successful handoffs ensure smooth, efficient and safe patient care transitions. Tools and systems designed for standardization of clinician handoffs often focuses on ensuring the communication activity during transitions, with limited support for preparatory activities such as information seeking and organization. We designed and evaluated a Handoff Intervention Tool (HAND-IT) based on a checklist-inspired, body system format allowing structured information organization, and a problem-case narrative format allowing temporal description of patient care events. Based on a pre-post prospective study using a multi-method analysis we evaluated the effectiveness of HAND-IT as a documentation tool. We found that the use of HAND-IT led to fewer transition breakdowns, greater tool resilience, and likely led to better learning outcomes for less-experienced clinicians when compared to the current tool. We discuss the implications of our results for improving patient safety with a continuity of care-based approach.

Introduction

The Joint Commission defines handoffs as a “contemporaneous, interactive process of passing patient specific information from one caregiver to another for the purpose of ensuring the continuity and safety of patient care” [1]. Handoffs are therefore recognized as a critical clinical activity that occurs at all levels of the hospital starting from an individual level (e.g., between nurses or physicians) to an organizational level (e.g., between hospitals for a patient transfer). A recent study estimated that approximately 1.6 million handoffs occur per year in a typical teaching hospital [2]. This number is likely to increase given the current ACGME (Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Education) restrictions on resident work hours [3].

Ineffectiveness of handoffs leads to progressive information degradation known as funneling and is characterized by omissions and inaccuracies in the information shared among clinicians [4, 5]. Consequently, they are recognized as a major contributing factor to sentinel events and medical errors [4, 6, 7]. To overcome some of the errors, the Joint Commission [7] has mandated all hospitals in the United States to standardize the communication activity between and among physicians and nurses during transitions by implementing safe handoff protocols and tools. A variety of communication strategies and tools such as mnemonics, checklists and templates have been recommended to support the handoff standardization efforts. However, these solutions are neither strictly being followed nor fully adopted in many hospitals [8]. There still exist significant barriers that affect the implementation, adoption and appropriation of these proposed tools [9].

Part of the challenges of using handoff tools can be traced to the fact that these solutions are designed specifically to support the information exchange activity between clinicians during transitions. Less attention is paid towards supporting the handoff workflow, which is just as critical towards achieving successful information transfer. For example, handoff tools that support the preparatory activities prior to handoffs help in better information management and organization, which consequently results in effective communication during handoffs [10, 11]. With this goal, we designed and evaluated a theoretically-based and empirically-grounded handoff intervention tool, HAND-IT to support physician handoffs in critical care. The tool design was based on content standardization (using a body system-oriented format) and summarization (using a patient-case narrative format) for supporting information organization during pre-handoffs and systematic structuring of communication events during handoffs. In this paper, we report on a pre-post prospective intervention study that was conducted to compare the effectiveness of HAND-IT with a commonly used SOAP handoff note with respect to supporting documentation activities and its impact on the handoff workflow.
Background

There is increasing evidence on handoff failures and its impact on continuity [12], quality, and safety of the patient care process [13-15]. Given its significant impact on clinical workflow, researchers have investigated handoff challenges primarily related to communication behavior, information sharing practices, and human factor issues [16]. For example, Streitenberger et al. [17] explored effects of human factor related issues such as stress, fatigue, interruptions, memory load, multitasking; and communication issues related to differences in training, relationships and professional hierarchies on the quality of handoffs. They found that these factors had a detrimental impact on the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of handoffs. A related study on nursing shift handoffs in a critical care unit identified that most common handoff failures and deviations were related to missing documentation, lack of institutional protocols, limited training on handoff skills, and other interpersonal issues among nurses in the department [18]. In another study, Arora et al. [4] investigated the mediating role of “sign-out” in transfer of care for hospitalized patients between inpatient residents using critical incident interview techniques. The two main challenges that influenced the handoff communication were content omissions either related to medications, treatments, tests, consults or active medical problems; and failure-prone communication processes due to the lack of face-to-face communication, double sign-outs (night floats), and illegible/unclear notes.

To mitigate these handoff challenges, a number of strategies and tools have been developed and studied. Some prevalent ones include the incorporation of a standard checklist, avoiding interruptions by choosing a quiet location for handoffs, limiting use of intermediaries, using a common communication style such as SBAR (Situation, Background, Assessment and Recommendations), implementing a readback/hearback communication process, and also supporting face to face communication with interactive questioning [9, 17, 19, 20].

Goldsmith et al. [21] described the design of a web-based nursing handoff tool to improve the standardization of nursing communication. The key functional requirements of this tool included avoiding redundancy, information overload, tool tailoring for specific patient population, and leveraging existing clinician workflow. Some critical data elements included in the tool included patient demographics, code status, allergies, diagnosis, pending tests, safety concerns, and restraints. This study, among many others were focused on designing support for the communication activity between clinicians during handoffs (e.g., [22, 23]). For example, Horwitz et al. [24] tested the effectiveness of a voicemail sign-out system as a handoff method between physicians in an ED and internal medicine department. Pre-post intervention surveys of ED and internal medicine physicians and access logs of the voicemails were evaluated. They found that the asynchronous voicemail sign-out system improved workflow, ease and efficiency of communication. But, it led to reduced interaction between the sending and receiving physicians during handoffs. Furthermore, interestingly the authors found that 30% of the voicemails were not even accessed by the receiving physicians. Consequently, they designed an intervention that included a phone call by the internist to the ED to verify the receipt of the page with the asynchronous voicemail system. There are many others examples of electronic handoff tools that were developed to support communication in hospitals [25], [26].

Despite these various strategies and tools to support handoff standardization, the utilization of these tools in clinical settings is limited [27]. There are two likely reasons for this trend: First, most currently available tools fail to provide integrated support for the clinician’s overall workflow throughout the handoff process. As a result, clinicians have to use different and multiple independent technologies (or tools) to support their preparatory activities in pre-handoff phase (e.g., printed copy of patient record), communication activities in handoff phase (e.g., online handoff form) and patient management activities in post-turnover phase (e.g., post-it and scrap notes). For instance, Van Eaton et al. [28] evaluated a centralized, web-based computerized rounding and sign-out system (UWCores) that automatically downloads patient data (vital signs, lab results) and prints them into rounding, sign-out, and progress note templates. The authors hypothesized that UWCores would positively impact continuity of care and resident workflow by improving team communication involving patient handovers and streamlining inefficiencies in pre-handoff phase. A prospective, randomized, crossover study with fourteen inpatient resident teams at two teaching hospitals was conducted. Frequency of missed patients during handoffs, subjective continuity of care quality and workflow efficiency with and without UWCores, and daily self-reported pre-handoff and handoff times and tasks were evaluated. The authors found that UWCores not only reduced the number of missed patients by half but also reduced the pre-handoff time spent on copying basic data from EMR. This suggests that workflow efficiency and continuity of care can be improved by supporting the pre-handoff activities. Second, some of these proposed handoff tools were rigid and supported a regimented and structured form of communication (e.g., [7, 20]). While others were highly ambiguous and supported a flexible and open-ended form of communication during handoffs (e.g., [9, 17]). Both of these approaches were often met with skepticism in terms of supporting the handoff process.
To address these issues, we designed a handoff intervention tool, HAND-IT that allowed for an integrated support for the handoff workflow with its structurally-bounded and flexible information organization format [11]. In the subsequent section, we describe the SOAP handoff note and HAND-IT.

**Handoff Tools: SOAP and HAND-IT**

We compared the effectiveness of two tools for supporting handoffs: SOAP note and HAND-IT (Handoff Intervention Tool). Each of these tools was based on inherently different design rationales. The patient information in the SOAP note is structured based on subjective, objective, assessment and plan of care, therefore followed a problem-based format, commonly used in general medicine-surgery wards [29]. In contrast, we designed HAND-IT grounded on our prior results that showed that content standardization using a body system-oriented format and summarization using a problem-case narrative format would reduce the communication complexity and incidence of transition errors [10]. A brief description of the two paper-based tools and their design rationales are provided below.

**SOAP Note**

The SOAP note was a generic tool for coordinating patient-care delivery and management process in the MICU. The patient-related information included four components: subjective information (e.g., patient history and chief complaint), objective information (e.g., vital signs, lab results), assessment information (e.g., differential diagnosis) and plan-related information (e.g., medication and lab orders, referrals). SOAP note was originally adopted in the MICU we studied because of its partly structured organization that helped in avoiding information gaps and also in providing a template for residents’ presentation during morning rounds. Furthermore, the billing department found the information organization in the SOAP note easy to comprehend and use for reimbursement and insurance purposes. Prior to the SOAP note, a free-form paper was used for rounds which had limited use during handoffs. A blank SOAP note is provided below in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. SOAP Handoff Note](image)

**Handoff Intervention Tool (HAND-IT)**

HAND-IT is a simple, cost-effective and paper-based tool developed based on a hybrid body system-oriented and problem case-narrative format. It can be considered as an upgraded version of the SOAP note with its design features influenced by prior empirical work. The goal of HAND-IT is two-fold: facilitate handoff communication in a consistent and effective manner and to support coordination of information seeking and organization activities in preparation for handoffs. The design of HAND-IT involved (1) requirements gathering (2) design (3) tool development and (4) evaluation. The design requirements were primarily gathered in phase 1 of the study based on...
an extensive evaluation of handoff processes, communication during handoffs, and information and decision breakdowns during handoffs (detailed descriptions can be found in [10, 27]).

The new tool design was based on two fundamental design requirements: content standardization (using a body system-oriented format) and content summarization (using a problem-case narrative format) for standardizing information sharing during handoffs. These design requirements were selected as they have been reported to minimize information breakdowns and support effective clinical decision-making [17, 30]. Additionally, based on the Society of Critical Care Medicine (SCCM) guidelines [31], we also incorporated evidence-based concepts related to standard critical care management that can improve patient outcomes including identification of delirium, sedation practices, prophylaxis and feeding information. Based on these functional requirements, the basic format and content of the tool were decided by the design team consisting of two (2) ICU attending physicians (which include the MICU director and a quality officer), one MICU clinical fellow, and one researcher (first author) [See Figure 2 for the final design of the HAND-IT tool].

Content standardization was achieved through a checklist-based body system-oriented format. Checklists have been shown to be particularly effective in organizing complex clinical information and tasks and helps in avoiding critical errors and breakdowns [32]. Using the checklist format, we organized information within each body system into fundamental categories including (a) diagnosis, (b) physical exam and labs, (c) medications, and (d) resident plan (for that particular body-system). Such an organization of body system-based information supports the reasoning process behind assessment and plan of care and also allows for identifying interactions between the different body

![Figure 2. Handoff Intervention Tool: HAND-IT](image-url)
systems [30]. In addition to content standardization, we incorporated a summarization feature through free-text fields for the physicians to add patient-case related narrative summaries. Their summaries could be included into the: (a) patient admission information, (b) problem list, (c) patient events over the last 24-hour period and finally, (d) resident notes. Such a narrative helps in effectively reasoning about the case and leads to better sense-making, problem analysis and also assists in developing a temporal re-construction of the patient care events [10]. HAND-IT was pilot tested with two (2) residents and a clinical fellow in the MICU. Iterative modifications were made based on their feedback and suggestions. For instance, a resident suggested that a patient problem list was an important component that was missing in a previous iteration of HAND-IT.

Method

In this section, we describe the study setting, participants, study design, data collection, and the measures used for analysis. This study was part of a larger longitudinal study that involved the detailed evaluation of HAND-IT using extensive observations, physician shadowing, audio recording of morning rounds, interviews with the clinical team and evaluation of handoff documentation during multi-professional rounds. Here we focus on the evaluation and analysis of handoff documentation during multi-professional rounds. The institutional review board (IRB) of the hospital approved the study.

Study Setting

This study was conducted in a large academic hospital in the Gulf Coast that had over 33,000 admissions in 2011. We focused on resident handoffs in a 16-bed, closed MICU that was managed by intensivists. We selected the MICU, as their patients typically stay longer than a single clinician shift and hence required care transitions (or handoffs) across shifts [33]. We chose resident handoffs because the newly implemented working hour restrictions increased the number of resident sign-outs [3]. In the MICU we studied, resident handoffs were an example of team handoffs, where the team comprised of outgoing resident and intern (i.e., post-call), an attending physician (i.e., on-call), a clinical fellow (i.e., on-call), and incoming resident and intern (i.e., on-call), patient nurse, a pharmacist and a respiratory therapist.

The handoff process in the MICU comprised of three interdependent phases with distinct goals (detailed descriptions can be found in [27]): a pre-turnover phase that focused on coordination activities (e.g., information seeking and organization); a handoff phase that focused on exchange of communication events related to patient-care between outgoing and incoming team members; and the post-turnover phase that focused on execution of patient-care delivery activities [27]. Previously, for each patient case, the MICU outgoing team used a SOAP (subjective, objective, assessment and plan) note to seek and organize information for presentation and communication with the oncoming team in the handoff phase. The whole study was conducted over a six-month period from April to October 2011. As previously described, this paper reports on the analysis of a smaller, but relevant aspect of the effectiveness in the use of two handoff tools by the MICU residents and interns over a two-month period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attending</td>
<td>Intensivist supervisor for all MICU team patient care decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fellow</td>
<td>Intensivist in training, second in command supervising over all MICU team patient care decisions, care, and procedures in the attending’s absence. The fellow also keeps the attending informed of daily MICU activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident</td>
<td>A physician in their second or third year of internal medicine residency training in charge of daily patient care activities working under the direction and supervision of the attending and fellow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intern</td>
<td>A physician in their first year of internal medicine residency training tasked with implementing daily patient care activities under the direction and supervision of the attending, fellow, and other residents.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants

The participants in the study included the attending physician, clinical fellow, internal medicine residents, interns, respiratory therapist, a pharmacist and nurses. Each resident and intern were responsible for a total of sixteen (16) patients, with each assigned up to eight (8) patients during a shift. The team handoffs occurred daily in the morning and took approximately 4 hours to complete. At the MICU we studied, there was a set of three (3) residents and three (3) interns who rotated for a period of 1 month although their specific roles varied during different shifts (e.g.,
on-call, post-call or short-call). Thus, in our study for a two-month period, there were six (6) residents and six (6) interns. The specific roles and responsibilities of the MICU team are provided in Table 1.

**Materials and Design**

SOAP note and HAND-IT were evaluated for their effectiveness as tools for supporting documentation for the handoff process. We used a longitudinal pre-post prospective intervention study where two sets of residents and interns used SOAP and HAND-IT in a two-month period (See Figure 3 for the organization of the study). The effectiveness of documentation using both tools was measured using multi-professional rounds conducted by the director of the MICU and the on-call care team (see details in the next section).

**Multi-Professional Rounds**

Multi-professional round (MPR) is a mechanism by which teams of clinical professionals perform joint evaluation. For example, such multi-professional teams are often convened to evaluate quality and decision-making initiatives [34]. In our study, the MICU director convened MPRs to evaluate the quality and completeness of the handoff note (either SOAP or HAND-IT). These MPR’s were conducted immediately after the morning rounds and were organized only for research purposes, as it was not part of the typical MICU workflow. These collaborative sessions were attended by MICU Director, on-call attending physician, on-call resident and intern, patients’ nurses, a pharmacist, a respiratory therapist and the first author.

The selection of specific patient handoff notes for evaluation during MPR (in either the SOAP or HAND-IT condition) was made after a brief discussion between the MICU director, the on-call attending physician and the first author of the paper. These decisions were based to ensure maximum selection variability across patient cases, patient status and patient condition complexity. After the patient cases were selected, the MICU team (including the patient’s nurse) convened to jointly evaluate the information documented (by the outgoing) on the tool with respect to the accuracy and completeness of patient-care information. During the MPR session, the handoff note (either SOAP or HAND-IT) was read loudly to the team. Then the on-call team members were asked individually to identify any breakdowns in patient-care information and patient-care decisions. For instance, the nurse was asked whether there were any omissions with respect to a nursing standpoint for the particular patient. In addition, they were also asked if the handoff note was up-to-date and accurate. Based on their collective content analysis of the handoff note, the team characterized the breakdowns into omissions, inaccuracies, and modifications to the originally written plan of care and missed problem lists of patients. During MPRs, the lead author made meticulous notes on the team analysis of the case in addition to the audio recording of the MPRs. In addition, de-identified photocopies of the evaluated SOAP and HAND-IT tools (with prior IRB approval) were collected for detailed analysis. Informal interviews with the participants (about the tool use and limitations) were also conducted after the MPR.

**Procedure**

The experimental implementation consisted of multiple stages in each month over a two-month period (See Figure 3). In the first month, participants first used the SOAP note for a period of four (4) days as part of their training. This was followed by the experimental stage where they used the SOAP note for five (5) days. During days seven, eight and nine (last three days of experimental evaluation), MPRs were conducted after the morning rounds. Following this period, participants were provided introductory training with the HAND-IT tool. They used HAND-IT for handoffs for the next four (4) days. This helped in acclimatizing them to different features with respect to content, function and format of the tool. In the last stage, we started the experimental evaluation of the use HAND-IT tool for a period of five (5) days. As with the SOAP condition, MPRs were conducted over the last three days of the experimental sessions. A total of five (5) notes each was evaluated during the MPRs in the SOAP and HAND-IT condition: two each on days one and two, and one on day three. The same procedure was repeated in the second month with a new MICU on-call team. During the second month, the order in which the participants used the two tools was counter-balanced with the previous month. In other words, the participants started with the HAND-IT training for four (4) days followed by testing for a period of five (5) days. As in the previous month, a total of five (5) notes from each condition were selected for evaluation during the MPRs. As described in the previous section on MPRs, the handoff tool was then evaluated for missed information, incorrect entries, missed problem list items and changes to plan of care.
Measures

We used three measures to evaluate the efficiency of handoff documentation using the two tools: number of information breakdowns, decision-making breakdowns and expertise of the clinicians. Each of these is described below.

Information Breakdowns: We characterized information breakdowns as the failure to appropriately gather the necessary information regarding a patient or gap in information flow. Two variables were used to represent the information-breakdowns: number of missed information and number of incorrect information on the handoff tool (either SOAP or HAND-IT).

Decision-Making Breakdowns: We characterized decision-making breakdowns as modifications (including additions/deletions) that were made by the attending to the decision-related information documented by the outgoing team (resident or intern) on the handoff tool during the MICU morning rounds. Two variables were used to represent the decision-making breakdowns: number of changes to plan of care and number of missed problem list items.

Expertise Differences: Patient care responsibility in the MICU was divided between an intern (a first year trainee resident) and senior resident (third year trainee resident). We characterized the efficacy in the use of the handoff tools based on their year of residency training.

Data Analysis

We used the audio-recorded data, researcher notes from the MPR evaluation, and photocopies of the selected SOAP and HAND-IT tools for our two-staged analysis. First, a qualitative analysis of the information on the tools was coded based on information gaps. The frequencies of missed and incorrect information, missed problem list items, and changes to plan of care were tabulated based on the MPR recordings. Data was organized according to handoff tool type (SOAP, HAND-IT) and expertise (resident, intern). Then comparative analysis using student t-tests were performed. After this, we evaluated the causal determinants of decision-making (i.e., number of missed problem list items and number of changes to plan of care) while using the SOAP and HAND-IT tools. For this, we developed the best-fit zero-inflated Poisson regression model using the following variables: expertise differences (resident, intern) and information breakdowns (number of missed information, number of incorrect information). These variables were considered as there was no association between expertise and information breakdowns based on Chi-square tests ($\chi^2 = 0.0899, \ df =1, \ p =0.76$). For information breakdowns, an aggregate value of the number of missed information and number of incorrect information was used for the analysis. For expertise differences, we used the categorized notes created by the residents and interns.

Results and Discussion

Information Breakdowns

We found that significantly more information was missed using the SOAP note than with HAND-IT [$M_{SOAP} = 12.5, M_{HAND-IT} = 2.8; t(18)=5.98, p <0.0001$]. Additionally, more incorrect information was recorded using the SOAP note than with HAND-IT [$M_{SOAP} = 1.8, M_{HAND-IT} = 0.9; t(18)=2.1, p <0.05$]. In other words, our new intervention tool, HAND-IT improved the information seeking and organization activities of residents and interns during the pre-turnover phase and consequently led to fewer missed and incorrect information.
This shows the effectiveness of HAND-IT in supporting the information organization activities in preparation for handoffs, resulting in fewer information breakdowns and errors. This was achieved through (a) supporting a logical and systematic arrangement of information in a standardized checklist format that helps with cognitive and time constraints in busy settings, (b) affording the recognition of inconsistencies between discrete pieces of information with the ordering of most important life-sustaining body systems (such as pulmonary and cardio-vascular) followed by commonly addressed critical illnesses in ICUs (such as renal, GI), (c) providing a coherent coverage of all patient body system information (with related parameters explicitly stated) and, (d) supporting a comprehensive arrangement of all aspects (such as problems, therapy, medications, labs etc.) pertaining to each body system displayed in a format that is user-friendly with respect to writing and reading.

Decision Making Breakdowns

We also found differences in the number of changes to plan of care that were made: significantly more attending changes to plan of care were made with the SOAP note than with HAND-IT \[M_{\text{SOAP}} = 4.0, \ M_{\text{HAND-IT}} = 0.8; \ t(18)=3.7, \ p <0.001\]. Also, the differences in number of problem list items that were missed between the two tools was nearly significant, with more problem list items being missed in the SOAP note than with HAND-IT \[M_{\text{SOAP}} = 2.1, \ M_{\text{HAND-IT}} = 0.8; \ t(18)=1.93, \ p =0.051\].

This shows that HAND-IT led to fewer changes to plan of care created by the outgoing team and lesser omissions of patient diagnoses (i.e., problem lists). The juxtaposed organization and grouping of related body system information in checklist and narrative formats (a) allowed for cuing of relevant information that the physician should consider, recall for making diagnostic and therapeutic decisions, (b) allowed for specific inferences to be drawn (relevant to patient problem) because the assessment and corresponding plan are formulated for each of the different body systems and, (c) provided cognitive support that affords their reasoning process.

Handoff Tool Resilience

Resilience was based on a Poisson regression that evaluated the decision-making effectiveness variables (number of missed problem lists and number of changes to plan of care) in terms of information breakdowns and expertise of the participants (residents, interns). Based on the analysis, we found that for the SOAP note, the increase in the aggregate number of breakdowns was directly proportional to the number of missed problem list items. In other words, unit increase in the missed problem list led to a unit increase in the total breakdowns. In contrast, unit increase in the missed problem list required an increase of 11.92 breakdowns. For the number of changes in plan of care, there was no statistically significant model that described the effects.

Based on the results on the number of missed problem list items, we conclude that HAND-IT was more resilient, requiring significantly more breakdowns before it resulted in a missed problem list. This is especially encouraging considering that one of the oft-described characteristics of a good handoff tool is its resilience to errors [12, 35]. Though HAND-IT was not designed with an explicit goal of resilience towards breakdowns, this serendipitous outcome was likely a result of our design goals (i.e., systematization of content in a checklist format and summarization). These features provided (a) transparency within the clinician’s thought process helping in identifying and avoiding errors (through checklist format) and, (b) supported the process of crosschecking clinicians’ assumptions using a fresh perspective (through the narrative).

Effects of Expertise

Based on the regression model, we also evaluated the decision-making effectiveness based on the expertise of the physicians who used the two tools. We found that residents’ usage of the SOAP note led to 0.32 fewer number of missed problem list items than interns. In contrast, residents’ usage of HAND-IT led to 2.92 more number of missed problem list items than interns. This shows that interns’, who had lesser experience and expertise than senior residents, performance was improved by the better information organizational capabilities of HAND-IT.

This improvement in performance by interns may have been supported by the layering (display) of information that prompted interns to attend to appropriate (and relevant) information relevant for decision-making. This allowed for a focused perspective without being concerned about the significant amount of available information. Additionally, such an organization may have helped less-experienced interns whose medical knowledge schema are less developed [36]. In other words, a structured, checklist style presentation provided a training wheels type of interface that is more likely to have helped in progressive learning and not having to deal with a deluge of patient information. In contrast, residents who have much more developed knowledge schemas found difficulty in re-adjusting their mental models to a new tool. This likely led to a higher number of breakdowns. More detailed empirical evaluation
is necessary to identify the causal reasons for that led to these differences in documentation effectiveness between residents and interns.

**Conclusion and Future Work**

HAND-IT demonstrated several desirable characteristics of handoff tools such as support for error detection and recovery (i.e., avoiding information and decision-making breakdowns) [24], resilience to breakdowns [35] and support for education and learning [37]. Additionally, HAND-IT, by its very design purpose supported coordination of information flow and decision-making, which inherently helps in ensuring continuity of care that emphasizes the importance of capturing an “uninterrupted and coordinated succession” of patient events to meet their care needs [38]. In other words, mitigating the information and decision-making breakdowns improves timeliness of care delivery, reduces work duplication, minimizes patient length of stay and most importantly, enhances patient safety and quality.

Optimal care delivery in the modern ICU requires consistent coordination among multiple disciplines and services, such as sub-specialty consultants and supportive healthcare personnel. For example, in addition to the critical care team service, a septic patient with multi-organ failure may require consultations from infectious disease and nephrology specialists to help manage the infection and acute renal failure respectively. However, other services such nutrition, physical therapy, and social work often contribute to the general plan of care for these complex patients. From our MICU observations and informal interviews with nurses and consults, we found that the HAND-IT tool improved overall continuity of patient care not just between clinicians during transitions but also across clinicians from different services. The tool was viewed as a “coordination artifact” that helped in managing information and task interdependencies between multiple clinicians involved in a single patient care process.

**Limitations:** We would like to acknowledge the study limitations. The evaluation of HAND-IT was conducted at a single MICU setting. While some of the specific findings may not be transferrable to other ICUs and care settings, the design of our intervention tool (inherent structure and function) is based on a traditional medical school education format. The general features of the tool can therefore be applied to care transitions in other settings. Nevertheless, other clinical settings will need to refine the tool based on their local clinical workflows. Additionally, we did not report on the several unintended workflow effects as a result of the use of HAND-IT tool such as the increased time and effort involved in seeking complete information from multiple data sources and switching between information tasks. Our primary focus of this paper is to highlight the effectiveness of the handoff tools with respect to documentation accuracy and completeness. A true measure of the success of HAND-IT can be made only after a complete evaluation and assessment of these parameters.
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